Leaving Honor Lists Issued This Afternoon

Leaving (including leaving concurrently with) are named in the following lists. These students have distinguished themselves in the separate colleges, and who were less than 18 years of age on Jan. 1.

English Literature
1. Thomas, W. F. (Regent Fellow) University College
2. Gray, D. J. (Regent Fellow) University College

Latin
1. Thomas, W. F. (Regent Fellow) University College
2. Gray, D. J. (Regent Fellow) University College

Greek
1. Thomas, W. F. (Regent Fellow) University College

French
1. Thomas, W. F. (Regent Fellow) University College

German
1. Thomas, W. F. (Regent Fellow) University College

Slavonic
1. Thomas, W. F. (Regent Fellow) University College

Ancient History
1. Thomas, W. F. (Regent Fellow) University College

Modern History
1. Thomas, W. F. (Regent Fellow) University College

Economic History
1. Thomas, W. F. (Regent Fellow) University College

Economics
1. Thomas, W. F. (Regent Fellow) University College

Geography
1. Thomas, W. F. (Regent Fellow) University College

Mathematics
1. Thomas, W. F. (Regent Fellow) University College

Physics
1. Thomas, W. F. (Regent Fellow) University College

Chemistry
1. Thomas, W. F. (Regent Fellow) University College

Geology
1. Thomas, W. F. (Regent Fellow) University College

General Honor List

Following is the general honor list, furnished by the University of Adelaide:

1. Thomas, W. F. (Regent Fellow) University College

The requirements for matriculation and degree examination are prescribed by the Board of the University, and these students have satisfied the same. A candidate who is not in the University of Adelaide High School is eligible for the degree of Bachelor of Arts on payment of the required fees and fulfillment of the requirements for matriculation and degree examination.